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1. Two Hanja characters: GB12052 72-33 and 72-67 vs. UCS U5655 and U58ED
1.1 The following two characters, GB12052 72-33 and 72-67, are in GB12052.
However, they have not been encoded in UCS.
a) GB12052-89, 72-33

b) GB12052-89, 72-67
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1.2 Instead, two other charters which look somewhat similar to but are
different from the above characters are encoded in UCS. Their UCS code
positions are U5655 and U58ED.
- An "imaginary" G1(GB12345) shows glyphs of G1-7D69 and G1-7D47 which
are the same as the UCS glyphs.
- As you can see below, K2 source references are shown for these two UCS
characters: K2-2869 and K2-2B3A.

1.3 R.O.Korea checked the source reference document for K2 (Korea K1933_1).
- As you can see below, the following two characters are the same as
those in UCS U5655 and U58ED.

1.4 R.O.Korea's response to Japan's question
1) The glyphs of two UCS characters U5655 and U58ED are the same as the
glyphs of two characters proposed by R.O.Korea whose source references are
K2-2869 and K2-2B3A, respectively.
2) R.O.Korea checked whether the two characters shown in 1.1 above (they
are in GB12052 but have not been encoded in UCS) were used in R.O.Korea.
- However we could not find any document or source showing these two
characters. It does not necessarily mean that these two characters are
wrong or they have never been used.
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1.5 The front cover page of Korea K1933_1

1.6 UCS characters similar to GB12052 72-33 and 72-67; UCS U5655 and U58ED

* * *
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2. Three characters GB12052 72-39, 72-75 and 72-82 that are not encoded in
UCS
2.1 This is not a part of R.O.Korea's response to Japan's question.
However, since this information is relevant to Japan's question, it is
included here for information.

2.2 The following three characters, GB12052 72-39, 72-75 and 72-82, are in
GB12052. However, they have not been encoded in UCS.
- An "imaginary" G1(GB12345) also shows these three characters: G1-7D4D,
G1-7D71 and G1-7D78
- R.O.Korea checked whether these three characters are encoded in UCS and
found that all of these three characters are encoded in UCS.

3) GB12052-89, 72-39

G1-7D4D (GB12345)

// The above character is the same as U09425/G5-762B
// CJKU: 09425;167.12;G5-762B;TF-6657;;K0-6056;;H-90E2;KP0-E2CD;;

4) GB12052-89, 72-75

G1-7D71 (GB12345)

// The above character is the same as U0503B/G5-G3-314B
// CJKU: 0503B;9.8;G3-314B;;J1-3176;K0-6526;;H-8C40;KP0-F7E0;;
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5) GB12052-89, 72-82

G1-7D78 (GB12345)

// The above character is the same as U06637/G5-4A3A
// CJKU: 06637;72.5;G5-4A3A;T3-2D24;J1-4230;K1-683E;;;KP1-4950;;

2.3 Conclusions
1) There are 94 characters in an "imaginary" G1(GB12345).
- Only 91 characters among 94 characters in an "imaginary" G1(GB12345)
are encoded in UCS.
- Three (GB12345 G1-7D4D, G1-7D71 and G1-7D78) of 94 characters in an
"imaginary" G1(GB12345) are NOT encoded in UCS, since these three
characters had already been encoded in UCS CJK main (U09425, U0503B and
U06637):

2) There are 94 characters in GB12052 72-xx.
- Only 89 characters among 94 characters in GB12052 72-xx are encoded in
UCS.
- Five of 94 characters in GB12052 72-xx are NOT encoded in UCS.
a) Three characters (GB12052 72-39, 72-75 and 72-82) of the five in
GB12052 72-xx had already been encoded in UCS CJK main (U09425, U0503B and
U06637):
b) Instead of the remaining two characters (GB12052 72-33 and 72-67) of
the five in GB12052 72-xx, two characters which are similar to but
different from those in GB12052 72-xx are encoded in UCS (U38ED and U5655).
* * *
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